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Foil Learings are -;ntended to operate at high speeds. For high
speed bear ings, in general, the effects of fluid inertia, turbulent
flow a-d heat transfer become important issues in analy.-ing bearing
perforncie characteristics. For the foil bearings, the thermoelas-
tici.,t) o:f the flexible foils adds comiplications to the analysis of
the hiqgh speed bearings. A competent advanced analytical tool for the
fo-1 bearings: should take the above-mentic-ied issues into consideration.

-he o:on\'entional Reynolds equation approach, for several decades, has
beer -a prevailing method fcr hydrodynamic lubrication analysis. The
basic ass.jmptions of the Reynolds equation a-re: (1) The Reynolds number
is ver, small. (2) The flow across the film is insignificant. And, (33,
the f~uid -is isothermal. Apparently, these assumptions become inadequate
as the Peynolds number is greater than, the order of magnitude of one.

There have been technical papers and reports contributed to the
understanding of the turbulent lubrication, the inertial and the thermal
effects. For the turbulent fluid film, the mixing-length [1) and the
wall of the law" [2] and [3] are the two most popular approaches.
Launder and Leschziner [4] later employed the low Reynolds number 1--e
turbulence model (5] to treat slider bearings. The k-e model [6-7] has
been~ proved to be more in line with experimental observations than
other turbulence models in various fWow situations such as flat platce
boundary layers, pipe flcow5 and shear flows of jets. Althou,-gh the l.,-c
TCoCel 3dds t-wo more equa-tions, the t -rbulence kinetic energy, k, and
'-!c disspation rate of turbulent energy, e, equ~at-ono, to the computa-
t-,or pro-cess, it relates the tur ttlert viscosity to the localtrbl!
-Zrer>j, transport and prc, -des a better tc-ol tc trace the hi;story cf the

tj 7 en t flo1

In dee-ding w~hthe fluid -:nertia, represented by trie :cnvective terms
in~ tke mQetmequation!-s, most cof rvcsstudie-S -i.ntegrated the
mom~entum~ equat-ions across- T~he f "7 sap, a P"Ocesc I,---~ t th;- derlva-
tion of tht. -3o~~ qaic n~ the veloozit) prcf- 'e is rn:t o.r
tbeforehar.J ir.tefl top 1c~r)~tTe't tc. a velocit)y
prc'File is ass~jm~iWL cr bo ~d ~ tenn~eta solution.



t:_4;- ~ 4r1 -ar>. cr fo-, 1) sur-face are rot pa r--! e"
Toci nat ior, 3f the racez resui1,ta -..n a transverse veloc ity

co-mponent ccntrituted L, the rurner's t-angential velocity, adding to
th:e flow across the -filrr gap. This- transverse velocity component becres
mnore prcriounced as the rie sspeed 41ncreases. Consequently, an
a .su med velc ,ty profile may nct te atle tc reve-Aal the local flow
behav-:our especially for the h7Gh speed bearirgs. The acro-ss-f 'm it
;g!-t-on, at best, can only catc-h the velocities at the two ends.

The present stu dy ad,-cpt.s a three dimen-_s 1onal Navier-Stokec_ apprr: acK
tthe low Reynolds number k-e tL.rb ."ence model by Jones and Launder

[5.1 for the turbulent 'flow case. The Navier-Stokes equatisns are writte-,
.nc-ind4-.-cal coordinates s- that the curvature effe-ts 4rcluding the

:ontrif-_-al and th;c cor-olis accE:Ierations can be taken, ritc acc-ount.
71he mzcmentum equat,,n)s, the conti.r;uity equation, the energy equation,
arid the k-e e-Luaticns are solved by the SIMPLE (Semi-:Tipi ci t-Pressurc-
Llrn!Ved-Equations) algorithmr developed by Patankar and Spalding [S0j and
elaborated in the booki, by Patankar rg].

The thermohydrodynarnic solution of the flUid f'ilr provides the
pressuire and the temperature distributions on the foil surfaces. The
fluid pressure and the thermal effec t cause the deformation of the
foils. To analyze the thermoelasticity of the foil, a thIn plate model
i s chosen to simulate t!he foil. The gcvernin-, thermo-elasticity equation,
a fourth order partal di;fferential, equation, i;s sclved by finite-
difference apprc:x-imat-.;ns. The-. result o-f the numer-,cal calculation Gives
the foil deflecticn -i~on tur-., ca tlhe fluid film shape.

~teactonbctwe~n 1The ther-rs,:h1:dr odynari os of the fluidfl and
the :-hormoel actit it, f .l is dltwhy mbn2the tWO

:rt ozf conrptat !tns a:d ,orfz rrmin, iteraticons to reao % a rcnvergent



o'r the Phase i studi, two computer programs are developed, the
1curral bearing and the thrust bearing programs. The two kinds of

bearings have quite different geometr'ies. Therefore, the equations

fcc the two bearings are not the same. These two programs can be

used to analyze the steady-state performances of the two kinds of

bearings, including the effects of the inertia, the heat transfer and

the turbulent flow. The programs can be utilized for the foil bearing

as well as the solid-walled bearing analysis. The latter is simply a

special case as far as the program capability is concerned.

Computational examples are presented fcr both the thrust and the

journal bearings. The performance characteristics, such as the load

carrying capacity, the frictional coefficient and the attitude angle
I for the journal bearing) are calculated. Results are compared with

available solid-walled bearing data, [10] and (11] to verify the
accuracy and to reveal the inertial, the thermal and the turbulent flow

effects.

The Navier-Stokes approach differs from the Reynolds equation
approach not only in solving more complicated differential equations

and realizing the above-mentioned three effects, but also in providing

an advanced tool for visualizing how the fluid enter the bearing and
how the flow hehaves locally. The continuation of this study such as

a P',asc 71 study should focus on the trasient case and the combinat.on

cf the fluid dynamics and the rotor dynamics. Hence, a better pcture
of dynanic behavorz cf the rotr--bearing can be obtained, with
limited time and budGet, the Phase I study has achieved the goal of

estaL'lishjng the fundatio n for purs;inq further studies.

Par

By

:;dI
:3 AiK' t jL



ANALYSIS

Basically, the fluid film in either a journal bearing or a thrust
bearing is equivalent to the flow between two inclined surfaces. For

the journal bearing, the flow is between two eccentric cylinders, while
for the thrust bearing, it is between two unparallel disks. To describe

the three dimensional flow behaviors and to consider the curvature
efcects including the centrifugal and the coroilis forces, cynlindrical
coordinates are chosen to derive the governing equations. The main
gcmetrical difference between the journal bearing and the thrust

bearing lies in the direction of the film gap; for the former, the film
gap is in the radial (r) direction, while for the latter, it is in the

axial (Z) direction. Nevertheless, both bearings have a common feature
that is a main flow in the circumferential (e) direction. Due to this
dominating flow, the parabolization concept can be applied to the

Navier-Stokes equations and the so-called marching technique can be

employed in the numerical computation.

Additionally, because of the eccentricity of the cylinders, in the

journal bearing case, and the unparallelness of the disks, in the
thrust bearing case, the main flow, V , has components in the other

two directions, i.e., the r and z directions. Furthermore, the shaft
misalignment, if present in the journal bearing, and the foil deflec-
tion will modify fluxes contributed by V. to the r and z directions.

Ccnsequently, film-shape fitted coordinates transformations are very

;.uch desired to enable the realization of these additiona7 fluxes

ir both the r and z directions.

:n the following, formulations, coordinate transfcrmaticns and
IIL-erical solution procedures will be elaborated:

A. FCRMULATIONS

Tm;e Na,.ier-Stokes eq-ations for the ccripressz-le flow can be w,-tten

4



The continuity equation in the c>lindrical coordinates takes the
form

S(fr') + (Ve) + (.,})=o (2)

The energy equation in terms of the temperature, T, can be written

as

C El + u.mT +u + - VVP + (2)

*here % is the thermal conductivity and is the dissipation function

which can be expressed as

where is the stess matrix defined as

Zas

S£ far, the abo',e equatiors des-_ribe the therrroh>drodynamic behaviors

cf the fluid film. For the turbulent flow, in the high speed bearing

case, the turbulence disturbance components are governed by the Reynolds

stress equation:

+ + + a (6)
(Uiux U a,( (6

P 3.11 TXT XP



where i,j,k denote the three orthogonal coordinate directions, and U is

the mean flow vector.

It is prohibitive to solve equation (5), even numerically. Several

turbulence models have been developed to define the turbulent viscosity.

The k-e model is the most popular and well tested model in the current

stage of the computational fluid dynamics.

K is the turbulent kinetic energy and e is the rate of the turbulent

energy dissipation. They are defined as

k = 47-. U and e = Ir al 30 (7)'~U atX axx(

The turbulent viscosity is then defined as

Based on Launder and Leschziner's simplification, the k-e equations

for the low Reynolds number case which is suitable for the fluid film

in lubrication can be expressed as

I Gti +.4F ) 2K I+A41((V' + e- 2

+ C3 (-? (w?) 0 (10)

Here, it should be noted that the z-direction is the direction

across the film gap; for this case, it applys to a thrust bearing.

in the equations (9) and (10),.I , 0,) are the laminar viscosity

and the Prandtal numbers for k and e. CAA, CS, Cland C3 are defined

as fcllows:

6



C1 =  1.44, Cz = 1.92 [ 1 - 0.3 exp ( -Ret )]

C3  = 2.0, 0 = 1.C, e = 1.3

CU = 0.09 exp [-3.4/( 1 + Re /50))

Re+ = f k'/ ,, e

Ret is the turbulent Reynolds number.

Considering the steady state case ( neglecting '- terms), applying

the parabolization concept ( neglecting the 2nd order derivatives with

respect tc e, i.e., -p ) and utilizing the continuity equation, all

the above-mentioned governing equations, including three momentum

equations, two turbulence equations (k-e) and one energy (temperature)

equation, can be written in a generalized form:

r ar (fr r as 31.)+.~ ~~

[convection terms)

r +t- (r~ (r- jL) + S(11)

[diffusion terms] [source terms]

symbolizes the six dependent variables. 17 is the effective viscosity;
u +- Srepresens the source terms.

The convection terms, left hand side of the equation (11) and the

diffusion terms, exceptrS, are standard for all O's. The I and S

for all 's are tabulated in Table 1.

7
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'-a-e " is a.ppcablc to the t.-St bearing. For the Joarnai bearing,
the roles of r and z are e.changed. Teris cf Table I can be modified

z .,:ligly to suit the journal bearing case.

T,e :ext region to be considered is the foil which will deform under
the nlue of the fluid film presSrE and the thermal effect. The

eqoatocr, describing the thermoelatic beha',ior cf the foil ;hich w
modelled as a thin plate, is adopted from Parlus' book [l2]:

3F_ t? V4, + 11 04 N 112
/2LL (/ p - 1 T)~ v 2

iw writing the equation (12, the deflection caused by membrane
forces has been neglected. This is based o0- the assumption that the
dz- >ectton due to stretching is small in comparison with bending. in the
eq-atin (12), the meanings of symbols are:

w : deflectior in the direction normal to the foil surface

E Young's modulus

Y, :Poisson's ratio

t -foil thickness

J therma e.pans :cr, coef.:. ie t

p COL, fil ;:OeCIWI

t thermal mr.ent; .t .efined ac

/2 Y
-It J _ T z d-

The factor is te so-called bending 2ti"'fcss. Let

t 3

K Tz -v 15



For bearings with combined top and bottom foils (Fig.1) such as MTI's

journal and thrust bearings, and AiResearsh's thrust bearing, an

equivalent bending stiffness car, be derived as follows:

Et,3

SEt (referred to [13] & (141)

ard, K = . (14)

F',g.1 Top and Wavey Bottom Foils

To combine the equation (12) with the equation (13), we take a

simplified model considering one dimensional heat conduction across the

foil thickness with boundary conditions depicted in Fig. 2.

it _

Fig. 2 Heat Ccnduct on across the Foil

Consequently, the temperature distributicn across the foil thickness,
.n terms of the wall temperature, Tw, is:

T = Tw( (15)

zt

10



Substituting the equation (15) into the equation (I), we obtain

TTw (Z + a)Z dZ

w

Using the equation (16), the thermoelasticity equation (12) becomes

KVW/ p - Tw (17)

For the journal bearing, p and Tw are functions of e and z while for

the thrust bearing they are functions of r and 0.

B. Coordinate Transformations

As mentioned previously, due to the film thickness variation, the

main flow contributes fluxes to the other two directions. Since the

film gap direction of the journal bearing differs from that of the

thrust bearing, different coordinate transformations should be selected

for the two bearings.

For the thrust bearing, we choose the following transformations of

coordinates (referred to the sketch shown in Fig. 3):

RUN Ne R(

-~n-

Fig. Cccrdirate Tr.p:-sformaticns (Thrust Bearin)

11



r = R

-% - of (18)

zH 
H 1

whereAR = r,t - rt, , the difference between the outer radius and the
inner radius. 9 is the pad angle and H is the local film thickness.

The new coordinates represent a set of canonical forms which define

each variable in a unit range, i.e., 0 to 1. Appljing the chain rule of

differentiation, we have

9P =ra R- -FR--5
Je 5

91 a j-s +_ '59 (,4 -0- a a

Sibstitution of the coordinate trar, sform. ons represented by the

equatton (!9) .nto the generat transport equaticn (1) results -t

I~ P v-- r. + (
r PR ~ ?,~I 6 0

- ' +  , H
T~ H 3r 30.2 t

r (&R)a- k W T L a- ,1 s

7-- ." the ,curna2 bear.g, the f,!ri --.p is n the rad-al drectc;n.
-- :refre, .referr ,, F .7.7, ,ge tect the cccrd:-ate trar.s-. r.m c
C. the f C. h:rmr



Fig. 4 Coordinate Transformations
of Journal Bearing

r r -C1 H = C + e cose)H

where rs is the radius of the shaft;

C is the radial clearance;

e is the eccentrical displacement of the shaft from the bearing

senter.

Li bean #on~t 2

The chdin rule of differentiation yields:

a I a
ar R3P F

_ I ae a
V_ - + aH I& a

Wtlt . the replacemcnt of the equaticn (22) for the equation (12), the
gener-a transport eq,.atior, becomes:



T '* r?4 "Vr + a

a +

Hz- 5T rrri + +4 Lr'

+ (2)

7n the equations (20. and (23), those terms representing the film

th.ness variation, namely, -!H and -- in (20), and 21 and in

(23), ccnfirm the fact that the flow in the circumferential and axial

d-recticns, (or circumferential and radial directions) contribute flux

components to the flcw across the film gap. For high speed bearings, the

flux component contributed by, especially, the circumferential flow

becomes pronounced. The two dimensional approach or the Reynolds equation

apprcach may not be able to reveal locally the significance of this

transverse flux increase.

The steady-state continuity equation, for the thrust bearing, becomes

__~~~ .Li 1- i.v7a [ -H a 3 a)r '

t;e jQLrnal Lear-ng, the COntnit 2 equaticn tl..eE, tlhe form:

,I- H f r ?e \r 0 C (25;

14



C. L.mrica! Solut-cn Procedures

i) Finite Difference Equations

The geometry and coordinates of the journal bearing will be used to

i'lustrate the construction of finite difference equations.

N e

Fig. 5 Control Volume and Grid System,

The numerical computation will be carried out step by step, the

so-called marching process, in the circumferential (9) direction.

TKe range of 0, such as the arc angle of a partial arc journal bearing,

is divided into a finite number of steps. At each step, the r-z plane

-c d-scretized into a grid network. Fig. 5 shows a central point P

surrounded bye four points denoted as W (west), E (east), S (south)
r N 'north). Then, a control volume is constructed by selecting the

r,;dd7e grid points, the lower zase w,e,s and n, on the -z plzne, ar.d
-. A9. The .:haded area in Fig. S nd'cates one of the control

',c, srfaces on the r-z plane.

7! : general tra.sport equation a,d the contir,.it,- equation are
•-+tegr_.edl cver the ccntrcl vclume to ottain the -',nite-difference

a-c:,. -he transport equaticr ve;_resen-tz a -.onvecti:n-diffuoicn

St"



Ir. computational flu-id dynarn,-cs (CFO), it is we!! known that the

cc'mmonly used central-difference scheme will lead to unstable solutions

as the convection is much stronger than the diffusion. To prevent
nimerical instability, the upwind difference scheme will be used.

To simplify the expression of the transport equation, we define

the fcllowing symbols:

F? = ve

F- r i' -- V + (1%~ f~V

D1  =1

A A LA

A6 Z LrH (e 2 - e,) (z e - Zw.)

e 2 A9 AZeA. = H (r- r ) (.- .,

Az  = e H z _ rs)(Ze

Furthermore, subscripts n,s,e,w and tp are used to indicate five
locations; up is the up-stream plane, i.e., £ plane.

Th e Upwind difference, ochcme can bc exprezzcd a-c

" e 4P 'I le ' -"

where Z a, b max~mLm cf .a,b,

S0 .-- -- h FieOP
e he:-' e e"= =,e " , t.he:~ '--, e =  ,,

It



's .q tlie abcve-defined symbols, the transport equation becomes

a p4P: a,+ a04. 1w~ K," W . S c,+ F2 LP A 28

whe rew e ea E = { - F e , C) r + D~ A le

aw = F.w, 0 ! + '-DI A

aN = { -F Ari (29)
3, 0 j +-

14 APS

ap = a + a +a,+a+ (Fe -Fl) + (F3- FIS ) + S,+

The source term has been split into two parts:

SsO,- SP 30)

The continuity equation becomes

(F3, Art - F3 5 ArS) + (F Ae -

- (F dr. AG,- F , up A6, ) 0 (31)

F te difference equations for the thermceicticity euaticn (17/
a -- z be constructed or the r-a _ pla'e fcr the thrust bearing ard on
the :-.z plane for the Journal toaring. -ere, we take the journa,
D ar".n case as an illistration example. -he same dcri vaticr procedures
a app1icab"e tu t!ie t:,rust bear :r case.

a1



We set up grid networl. cr the bearing foil and select eight grid
points surrounding the central point P. The governing equation has
bi-harmonic functions; it needs 9 points to approximate the fourth
derivatives with the use of central-differencing scheme whi-ch is

suitabel for this case.

Referring to the grid system shown in Fig. 5, the thermoelasticity

equation becomes

apL4r -: a,,.L4,4 + a N kv + assJ~ +,rs a W + a, "f.

+ aEr + aW.vUQd-+ aW& + S (32)

where

aaN = (lAO)+-'-- ass a$4
aCC =

a (. -t 3w": aee

-4
aE -,,) aLw = E

ap a N + aN + a + a. 4 ea 4 ae +aLww a,
- ~ ~ - WI~c T~2p~ ~-2Tots
t (e Y

-N

F- 5 L'-i Sy term r Thermce!ast ity Eq.

;Sb



Pr:z:edres of SIMPLE Al orithm

The transport and continity oaq.tons are to be solved by the
S:MPLE algorithm described in Patarkar's bocl. [9]. The wcrd SIMPLE
stands for Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations.

The major sperations cf the SIMPLE algorithm can be summarized as

1) Guess the pressure field denoted as p*.

(2) Solve the momentum equations tc obtain Vr ,V6 and Vz.

(2) Solve the pressure-correction equation to obtain p'.

{4) Revise the pressure p by addinG p' to p*.

(5) Correct the velocity components by using p'.

(6) Solve the transport eqution fcr other 4's such as temperature, T

k and e.

Referring to the finite difference equation (28), the momentum
e at-:--s can be written as

erp = + Sco+ (p -Pr DP

'rp = Z4:" + SCr (Ps- Ppp CP

ZP = Ve + SL L. -t -P

C Ae Ar 'd Aa

- -a See) N + Sr-) 5..,



Let
p = p* + p'

v e * + '4
'34)Vr =¢ +"

vr Vr' +Vr
V,. :v; + v,

The primed terms p', V , V; and V' are correction terms.

Substitution of the equation (34) into the equation (33) results in

ve = Tve . + , p,; - p ' ) D..p, -P

I r

Vr = KVrj + ( - P ) D (P' - p ) D (35)

v7' = V * ( p - p; ) Dp; - D

The drop of the terms of FAiVo'i accounts for the name of
Semi-Implicit method. Since the equation (35) has to satisfy the

continuity equation and the above-mentioned operations are to be
iterated until a converged soluticr, is reached, the Semi-Implicit
prozess will not sacrifice the accurac, of the calculation.

S t'.titution of the equation (3r,) into the continuity equaticn (31)
rec;ts in a press-re correcticr equation which has the following form:

Fe - 4,1C

= Ppr Ov,';Jt =

,,..A
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With the establishment of the quations (34) and (36), the SIMPLE
algorithm procedures can be readily carried out. The only step left out

is the iteration process. For the present case, either the journal

bearing or the thrust bearing, the dominant flow is in the circum-

ferential (9) direction; especially, in the journal bearing, the flow
,s in cyclical pattern. Consequently, the numerical calculation is
marched in the 9 direction and iterated in O until a converged

soljtion is obtained.

:,.e solutions ,Jf the tranport equation provide the press.ure and the

-- erature distribut;ons on the foil surface. Thcrefore, the numerical
:alculation cf the thermce'asticity ....tion (32) can be so ed a
a' -ebraiz equation solver. The - de (with over-relaxato)

iteration is employed to carry out the :al:ulaticti of the foil

de"fect4 on.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Load capacity (dimensional and dimensionless), friction force
(dimensional and dimensionless) and attitude angle (for the journal
bearing) are calculated as follows:

(I) Journal Bearing

Wi W s'n p )(sine) rs d9 dz

=~~~~ Wos fjR, p)(cos9) r;de dz

where W is the dimensional load capacity;
is the pressure distribution on the shaft sur:ace;
is the ambient pressure;
is the length of the shaft.

Hence,

The attitude angle is

= tari' (- -)
WZ

The dimensionless load capacity is defined (to be compatible ; ith
the definition given in 11]) as:

- wW -

The friction forces are

dG d: (on the shaft surface)

F r dG dz (on the bearing surface)

where Z" is the shear stress on the shaft surface- while ,bis the
shear stress on the bearing (foil) surface.
The dimensionless friction coefficient is defined (referred to [11')
as:
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(II) Thrust Pearing

The load capacity is calculated by integrating the pressure over
the area of the pad.

WL ro v Vj(- r dG d z

The total load capacity is the summation of the loads on all pads.

W = N(pad)*Wt

Dimensionless load capacity is defined (referred to [1l) as:

where B = R2- R, and L * t(Rz + R,)/2.

The friction force is calculated by integrating the shear stress on
the bearing surface over the area of the pad.

F r, ?-rr dO

The dimersionless friction coefficient is defined as:

F : 6F
SALH1

where -A. is the compressbility number and H, is the minimum fi Gap.

Zcmputations of numerical examples are carried out. The results z=
the computations are presented in the follzwina:

(A) Journal Bearing
Or4 the journal bearing, we consider a bearing and a shafte with se

inp t data:

RS(shaft radius)= 0.0254 meter
RB(bearing radius)= 0.02542673 m
RPMZ 50000.0
ALEN(bearing lenght)= 0.0508 m
PAMB(ambient pressure): 101353.0 newton/sq. m
HC(radial clearance)= 0.000028726 m
EE(radial displacement)= 0.000015036 m
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BETA(arc angle)= 6.2832 rad. (full journal bearing)

ALMULAM(laminar viscosity)= 0.00002143 kg/m-s (air)

DEN(density)= 0.9611 kg/m

Hence,

A (compressibility number): 6.0

L/D(length to diameter ratio)= 1.0

G (eccentricity ratio)= 0.6

The computed results in terms of dimensionless load capacity, friction

coefficient and attitude angle are compared with the data Given by

Wu [11] using the Reynolds equation approach, namely, isothermal flow

without the effects of inertia and turbulence.

3C4NSBRGj Reynolds Eqn. Approach

Non-
Isothermal isothermal

W 1.137 1.157 1.028

12.3 13.2 19.5

3.93 5.96 3.9

(on bearing (on bearing)

3.45 4.68

(on shaft) (on shaft)

The comparison is made for laminar flow. The load capacity obtained

by the Navier-Stokes approach is higher than that obtained by the

Reynolds equation solution. The non-isothermal case carries higher

load than the isothermal case. The fluid inertia enhances the load

capacity, and also increases the friction slightly. On the other hand,
the temperature rise causes the increase of viscosity of gas, and
contributes to the increase of load capacity. However, the temperature
change also increases the friction considerably.
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To simulate a foil journal bearing, we consider a full journal bearin$
with a singTe foil leaf, combination of the top and the bottom foils,
which is similar to a MTI's bearing. The foil deforms under the
influence of the hydrodynamic pressure and the heat transfer resulted
from temperature variation. The foil is given an allowable maximum sway
displacement, SWYMX= 0.00005 meter; the rest of data remain the same
as the previous example. The variations of load capacity and friction
coefficient are then observed.

The comparison of the solid-walled bearin- with the f:i bearing

is tabulated in the followint:

Solid-Walled Bearing Foil Bearing

Isothermal 1.137 '.303

A Non- 1.157 i.323
isothermal

Isothermal 12.8 12.0

Non- 13.2 12.2
isothermal

Isothermal 3.93 2.4-

(on bearing) 'on bearing)
3.45 2.4w

(on shaft) (:n shaft)

Non- 5.96 7.48
isothermal (on bearing) (on bearir')

4.68 3.23
(on shaft) (on shaft)

The deformation of the foil cause the slight increase of load
capacity. The drop of friction in the isothermal case is due to the
widening of the film gap. For the non-isotherma" case, the local thermo-
elastic deformation of the foil may create pockets. Consequently, the
friction coefficient changes considerably.
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For the case of the turbulent flow in the journal bearing, the data
of the previous example are modified to have:

RPM= 52000
RS= 0.0508 m
RB= 0.0509336 m
HO= 0.00013363 m
Et= 0.00008018 m
ALEN= 0.1016 m

The L/D ratio and the eccentricity ration remain the same. The Reynclda
number increases to be 1658. The bearing compressibility number becomes
1. Results comparing with the Reynolds solution are tabulated in the
following:

3DNSBRGJ 3DNSBRGJ RSYNOLDS SOL.
solid wall foil solid wall

7 0.409 0.490 0.30

4.98 3.31 2.5
(on shaft) (on shaft) 'on shaft)

The decrease of friction for the foil bearing may due to the increase
of the film gap.

(B) Thrust Bearing
We consider a thrust bearing with the following input data:
RPM= 3500C
PAMB= '01253 N(newton)/sq.m
PI= 0.1 m
R2= 0.2 m
BETA= 0.667 rad.
Hi= 0.00016703 m
H2= 0.000012527 m
AMULAN (viscosity): 2.143E-5 kg/m-sec
DEN(density)=0.961 kg/cube m
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The bearing compressibility numberJL, L/B and HI/H2 are calculated as:

.A S 'u(.S)(t3Q

PA (tqa) =

-I H I 2
M22

The computed results for the isothermal case are compared with the
Reynolds equation solution for a sector thrust bearing Given in :1!1
and [102. The results in terms of load capacity and friction cefcient
are tabulated in the following:

3DNSBRGT REYNOLDS EQUAT.'., SL.

Solid-Wall Foil

0.0467 0.0514 0.0255

2.98 2.43 0.711

The dimensionless load capacity by the Navier-Stokes soluti.on is
higher than that by the Reynolds equation solution. The reason is tha't
the bearing speed is high and the inertial acceleration is inificant.

The friction force is obtained by selecting 3-point velocity radiert
near the wall for the shear stress and integrating over the eing
surface. The great difference of friction coefficient may beartia'!,
due to the coarse grid in the numerical computation. Ho.ever, tne
increase of friction force by the N-S approach is physically sc.nd.
With the deflection of the foil, the load capacity increases and the
friction coefficient decreases slightly.
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Two computer codes, 3DNSBRGJ and 3DNSBRGT, are developed. The names
stand for three (2) Dimensional Navier-Stokes Bearing, Journal bearing
and Thrust bearing programs. As discussed previously, the geometrical
configurations of the two bearings, the journal bearing and the thrust
bearing, are different. The coordinate transformations are different.
The fina' forms of the equations are not the same for the two bein.
Hence, it is more efficient to perform the calculations In separata
codes than in a single general code. Nevertheless, both codes have thc
same structure which consists of subroutines performing designated
functions:

Subrcutine Function

DATA:N accepts input data
INITIAL defines initial conditions
UPSTREM establishes upstream conditions
VISCOS & GAMA calculate the effective viscosity

coefficients
FILMTK determines film thickness
FLUX calculates fluxes
BOUNCRY set up boundary conditions
SOURCE calculates source terms
COEFFSL calculates transport and pr.c3s~re

correction equations
EWPNS calculates coefficients of algebraic eqrs.
COEFMOD modifies coefficients in algebraic eqns.
SOLVE solver for algebraic eqns., usrng Zctn

block tri-diagonal matrix and Gauss-Seide
plus over-relaxation interaticn

WLOAD calculates performance charateristics
ELASTHM performs thermoelasticity calculations
CHECK & CHECKA print out value of variable arrays such as

density, viscosity, velocity ccmponents,
pressure and temperature.
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The MAIN program controls the step-by-step marching process. It also

writes the results of the current iteration on a disk file and use this
disk data as the initial data for the next iteration. In addition, it
writes data on disk files for later calculations of bearing performnace
charateristics such as load capacity, frictional force and dimensionless

parameters.

The program reads input data in the format of NAMEL7ST. In the
following all NAMELISTs for the journal bearing and the thrust bearing
will be explained respectively:

(1) Journal Bearing

NAMELIST VARIABLE MEANING

BRGDAT RPM rpm of shaft
PAMB ambient pressure
RS radius of shaft

RB radius of bearing bore
BETA subtended angle of foil

BETAS starting arc angle of foil
BETA1 ending arc angle of fluid film

on foil
HC radial clearance

EE eccentric displacement of shaft
ALEN length of shaft

FLUIDAT AMULAM laminar flow viscosity
PRLAM laminar flow Prandtl number
DEN initial fluid density
CP heat capacity at constant

prssure

CPDCV ratio of Cp to Cv

GASCON gas constant of fluid
PR Prandtl numbers for all

dependent variables
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AKFAC turbulent flow constant for
initial condition (4.3E-6)

WM molecular weight of fluid
PIN initial pressure
TIN initial temperature
PCRIT pressure correction equation

criterion (2.0)
GRIDAT A1,A2,A3 3 divisions of computation

domain in 0 direction
e.g. 0.25,0.5,0.25

B1,B2,B3 same as A1,A2,A3 but in z

direction. e.g. 0.3333,0.3333,
0.3333

NI,N2,N3 number of grid points in A1,A2.,A

divisions respectively
M1,M2,M3 number of grid points in 31,221,23

divisions respectively
VOLDAT L,M number of control volumes in z &

r directions
IMAX,JMAX total grid points in z and r

directions; IMAX=L+I, JMAX=M+I
PFAC relaxation factor on pressure

correction (0.95)
IPF initial pressure profile

selector 0 for sin & cos profi'e
1 for sin profile only

PFA,PFB initial pressure profile

amplitude
FMEG over-relaxation factor fcr

all dependen variables(1.5-1.8)
CCNTL NSWP tri-diagonal block matrix solver

sweep number for each variable
(8*2)

IXY,ISwpJSwp tri-diagonal block matrix sweep
index (1,1,1)
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ISOLV on and off key for solving the
transport eqn. for each dependent
variable; I solve the eqn. C by
pass
dependent variables are in the
order of Vr(1),Vz(2),Ve(3),p'(4)
HH(total enthalpy)(5), k(5),e(7)
T(8)

NNV total number of dependent
variable, NNV=8

NITER total number of momehtum eqn.
iteration

NELS total number of thermoelasticity

eqn. iteration
REYCRT critical Reynolds number

ELSCCN ALPHA thermal expansion ccefficient

of foil material
PATHON Poisson's ratio of foil material
YN Young's modulus of foil material
T1 top foil thickness
T2 bottom foil thickness
WAVL half wave length of bu....ott=m)

foil
SWYMX maximun displacement of foil sway

(II) Thrust Bearing

BRGDAT RPM rpm of shaft
PAMB ambient pressure
RI inner radius of disk
R2 outer radius of disk
BETA subtended pad angle r
BETA1 subtended fluid film angle
HI maximum film gap
H2 minimum film gap
HMEAN mean film gap
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FLUIDAT AMULAM laminar flow viscosity

PRLAM laminar flow Prandtl number

DEN initial density of fluid

CP heat capacity at constant
pressure

CPDCV heat capacity ratio of
Cp to Cv

GASCON gas constant of fluid
PR array of Prandtl numbers for

all dependent variables

AKFAC same as journal bearing

WM same as journal bearing
PIN same as journal bearing

TIN same as journal bearing
PCRIT same as journal bearing

GRIDAT A1,A2,A3 same as journal bearing

81,82,83 same as journal bearing but

in r-direction

N1,N2,N3 same as journal bearing

M1,M2,M3 same as journal bearing

VOLDAT L,M number of control volumes in

r and z directions

IMAX,JMAX total grid points in r and
directions

PFAC same as journal bear'ng

IPF same as journal bearing
PFA,PF3 same as journal bearing

CONT 7- NSWP same as journal bearn g
IXY,ISWP,JSWP same as journal bearing
ISOLV(8) same as journal bearing
NITER,NSLS same as journal bearing

REYCRT same as journal bearing

ELSCON ALPHA same as journal bearing
PATHONYN same as journal bearing
T1,T2 top and bottom foil

thicknesses
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Typical input files for both the journal and the thrust bearings are
provided in the following:

MI Journal Bearing Input Data File:

$BRGDAT RPM=5200.0,PAMB=l0l352.97,RS=5.a8E-2,RB=5.093363IE-2,BETA=6.2332, 
't

BETAS= 0.0,BETAI=6.2832,HC=1.3363E-4,EE:8.0178E-5,ALEN=1.016E-1, $END
$FLUIDAT AMULAM=2.143E-5,PRLAM=O.7,DEN=0.961 1,CP=1009.0,CPDCV=l .4,
GASCON=8. 314E+3,PRC l)=1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 ,0.9, 1.0, 1. 3,0.9 ,O.9 ,AKFAC:4. 3- --7,
WM=28.931,PIN=101352.97,TIN=367,PCRIT=2.0, $END
SGRIDAT Al=0.25,A2=0.5,A3=0.25,Bl=0.3333,B2=0. 333'-,33^=0. * 333,NI :7
N2=l0,N3=7,M1=4,M2=5,M3=4, $END

$VOLDAT L=10,M=10,IMAX=11,JMAX=11,PFAC=0.75,IPF=O,PFA=0.55,PFB=0.55,
FMEG:1.0, $END

SCONTL NSWP(1)=2,7*2,IXY=1,ISWP=1,JSWP=1,ISOLVCI)=4*1 ,3*0,0,kNl'/=S,
NTE0R:1,NELS=2,REYCRT=1000.0, SEND

$EL.SCON ALPHA=3.3333E-6.,PATHON=0.4091 ,YN:2. 1374E+1 1,Tl=0.CCOl1524,
T2=0.00O1O16,WAVL=0.005,SWYMX=5.OE-5, SEND

(II) Thrust Bearing Input Data File:

$BRGDAT RPM:35000.0,PAMB=101352.97,R1:o.l ,R2=0.2,BETA=0.667,
BETA1= 0.667,Hl=0.00016703,H2=8.3515E-5,HMEAN=1.2527E-4, $E"10
$FLUIDAT AMULAM=2.143E-5,PRLAM:0.7,DEN=0.9611,CP1019.,CPDCV/:i.4,

WM=28.93Q,PIN=101352.97,TIN=387,PCRIT=2.0, SEND
SGRIDAT A 02,205A:.5B:.33B:.Z3,3Q.3~V7
N2=1O,N3:=7,M1=4,M2=5,M3=4, SEND

$VOLDAT L=10,M=6,IMAX=11,JMAX=7,PFAC=0.99,IPF=0,PFA=0.25,PFB:= .S5 , saNI:
$CONTL NSWP(l)=2,7*2,IXY=1,ISWP1,JSWP=IISCLV(1)4*1,3*,,Nl','=s
NITER 1 ,NELS=2,REYCRT=5000.0, $END

$EL-SCON ALPHA=3.333E-6,PATHON=0.4091 ,SWYMX=1 .E-5,YN:=2. 13274E+1l,
T1=0.0C01524, T.2=0.0001018, SEND
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CONCLUSION

The successful completion of this Phase I study has presented an
advanced analytical tool for predicting the performance of foil bearings
and solid-walled bearings as well, operating at speeds wherein the
Reynolds number is no longer small and the effects of the fluid inertia,
the heat transfer and the turbulent flow become significant. The tool
utilizes the three dimensional Navier-Stokes approach for the fluid
film thermohydrodynamics and the thermoelasticity treatment for the f:i
deformation.

The Navier-Stokes approach is much more complicated than the Reynolds
equation approch, conventional or modified for the inclusion of inertia
or turbulence. Nevertheless, the N-S approach has the capability of
investigating the local behaviors of the lubricant and the foil.
Especiall',, the prediction of the temperature variation may e' aV,
help explain the hot spots or burned spots which are often observed in
a failed be _ring.

Naturally, to shed light on the success or the failure of a bearing
design, the steady-state solution even as complex as the Navier-Stokes
approach, is just the first step. Further studies shculd inc!ude the
transient case, the combined bearing-rotor dynamics and poszibly an
expert system for optimizing the design process.

The aczomplishment of the present study has established a fcdzt'On
o-r pursuing the just mentioned further steps. The formulations, tle-
.z-c-dinat transformations and the numerical sclution algorthm. c:-.! be

extended tc deal with the transient case and to incorporate , ith the
rotor dynamic analysis.

T:w computer programs, 3DNSBRGJ (for the journal bearing) and .,"P. ,

(for the thrust bearing) are developed through this Phase I study. These
programs are capable for predicting the bearing performance characteris-
tics and calculating the velocity components, the temperature distri-
bution, the foil deflection, the turbulence energy distribution and its
dissipation rate.
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